PASSENGER EXPRESS 50

YARD NO: 416
DESTINATION: SOUTH KOREA
DELIVERY: JUNE 2017
CLIENT: SEASPOMIL CO. LTD

DESIGN
Incat Crowther

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
Length overall 49.9 metres
Length (waterline) 47.7 metres
Beam (moulded) 11.5 metres
Hull depth (moulded) 3.8 metres
Hull draft (maximum) 1.3 metres

PAYLOAD AND CAPACITIES
Passengers 450
Crew 8
Maximum deadweight 52.8 tonnes

PROPELLION
The vessels main propulsion will be four independent marine diesel engines each driving a waterjet via a reduction gearbox; delivering optimal power to weight ratio, reliability, fuel economy and low cost of ownership.

PERFORMANCE
Max. Speed 40 knots
Cruise Speed 33 knots
Range 380 nm @ 33 knots

CLASSIFICATION
DNV-GL
PASSENGER EXPRESS 50

Vessel type: 50m Passenger Catamaran
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